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TERRORISM (EXTRAORDINARY POWERS) BILL 2005 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 9 November. 

HON GIZ WATSON (North Metropolitan) [10.09 am]:  I seek the leave of the house to continue my remarks 
at a later sitting, as I have not yet been provided with at least two documents that relate to the bill.  I had a 
briefing on the bill on Friday.  It is necessary that I at least sight those documents and read them before I 
conclude my contribution to the second reading debate, because they relate to the policy of the bill.  It is not a 
detailed matter.  

The PRESIDENT:  The honourable member seeks leave to continue her remarks at a later stage of this day’s 
sitting. 

Hon GIZ WATSON:  Would that give me perhaps only an hour in which to read those documents?  I would 
prefer to be permitted to speak on another day.  However, I do not want to lose the call.  That is the dilemma.   

The PRESIDENT:  The honourable member seeks leave to continue her remarks at a later stage.  I think that 
would cover the matter.   
[Leave granted for the member’s speech to be continued at a later stage.] 

HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan) [10.11 am]:  There is no doubt that, as members of the 
Legislative Council, we need to be aware of the danger of the threat of terrorism.  However, we must be equally 
aware of the threat of unbridled authoritarian power.  Although that is perhaps not as bad as terrorism, it has the 
capacity to remove the rights and liberties that ordinary people enjoy.  I acknowledge the comments of my 
colleague Hon Peter Collier and in general terms support the bill; however, some issues need to be considered.  
One issue is the requirement to maintain the checks and balances of a democratic, accountable system of 
government in Western Australia.  In theory, the bill is designed to protect the rights of law-abiding citizens 
from the actions of terrorists.  I obviously support that policy.  However, we must also recognise that it will give 
extraordinary powers to the bureaucracy; in this case, the Commissioner of Police.  It is therefore not strange that 
the title of the bill should include the words “extraordinary powers”.   

Although as a Parliament we are seeking to protect the rights and liberties of citizens, we must be careful to not 
set aside or suspend the basic rights and liberties of citizens by removing their access to the independent courts 
of law.  As a Parliament, we cannot be coerced into rubber-stamping legislation for fear of challenging the 
legislation that is before us.  There is no doubt that this legislation is controversial, because it seeks to remove 
some fundamental civil liberties and human rights that we as a Parliament claim to maintain and protect day after 
day.  One aspect of the bill is of particular concern to me; that is, the area that removes the usual safeguard of 
judicial review in relation to the issuing of a commissioner’s warrant.  Hon Peter Collier made it clear when he 
spoke yesterday that the bill that is now before the house is different from the bill that the government spoke 
about some time ago and from the bill that was introduced into the Legislative Assembly.  I recognise that there 
have been some significant amendments to the bill.  For example, the word “minister” has been removed and the 
word “judge” has been inserted in its place.  That is an important recognition of the doctrine of the separation of 
powers and the importance of allowing someone with an independent mind, rather than a political mind, to 
consider the issues that are thrown up as a result of the issuing of a commissioner’s warrant.  My comments will 
be in a very general form, because I am interested in ensuring that we maintain a truly democratic and 
functioning state that defends and safeguards the political and economic freedom and liberties of the people from 
unbridled authoritarian power. 

Members who have studied political philosophy, or perhaps history in general, will know of an eighteenth 
century publication called The Spirit of Laws, which was published by the French philosopher and theorist Baron 
de la Brède et de Montesquieu.  That publication set out the principles necessary for the establishment and 
maintenance of a truly democratic state.  The principle that Montesquieu championed at that time later became 
known as the doctrine of the separation of powers.  He called for a tripartite division of power between the 
elected legislature, the executive and the judiciary.  That doctrine or theory sustained a significant amount of 
comment when it was published, as one would expect.  Historians over the years have looked at the writings of 
Montesquieu.  Although they have traced the roots of the separation of powers doctrine or theory as far back as 
Aristotle, it is now recognised and certainly well documented that credit for the modern doctrine is attributable to 
Baron Montesquieu.  Montesquieu’s doctrine of the separation of powers required a clear distribution of power 
between the three organs of society to ensure that they balanced and controlled each other in the interests of 
maintaining a truly democratic and accountable system of government for the people.  Montesquieu made it clear 
in his writings that the unbridled concentration of power in the executive would hasten the advent of a 
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dictatorship, unless a check and balance was provided by an elected legislature.  He said that the laws of the 
elected legislature should be subject to interpretation and application by an independent judiciary, whose duties 
would include determining whether the actions of the executive were consistent with the laws of the legislature 
and whether the laws of the legislature were consistent with the constitution.   

Those who have taken an interest in the political scene of the United States will recognise that the doctrine of the 
separation of powers is certainly embodied in its constitution.  It is very clear that the President of the United 
States is the head of the executive.  The members of the executive, who are the secretaries of state or ministers, 
as we would refer to them, are not members of Congress or the Senate.  A much clearer separation of powers is 
maintained in the United States than in Australia or by the Parliaments that follow the Westminster system.   

Hon Graham Giffard:  The relationship between the political leadership and the judiciary in the United States 
is actually quite blurred.  They elect county judges and stuff.  At that level, the separation is a little blurred.   

Hon GEORGE CASH:  Yes, but in the end it is the carrying out of the functions that must be independent.  The 
mere fact that the members of Congress and the Senate take part in hearings to determine who will be a suitable 
person is really more a clearing house system that seeks to ensure that they get someone who is acceptable, in 
their view, to the American people.  In the end, what is important is the functions that are carried out by the 
individual organs.  The member is right in saying that it is blurred, but the separation of powers is less blurred in 
the United States than in Australia or the United Kingdom, because in Australia, members of the executive are 
members of Parliament.  We cannot get a much clearer blurring, if I can use the words “clear” and “blurred” in 
the same sentence -  
Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich:  That is how I speak all the time!  I use those two words in the same sentence! 

Hon GEORGE CASH:  I would not ever be so unkind as to say that!  I might think it, but I would never say it! 
However, now that the minister has admitted it herself -   
Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich:  I do admit it! 

Hon GEORGE CASH:  I have never seen the minister in that light, but, anyway, I am more interested at the 
moment in the separation of powers argument.  It is important not only that there be that separation, but also that 
each of those three separate organs of government recognises and respects the constitutional limits of the powers 
of each of the other organs so that they do not clash, override or overlap.  The situation in our political area is 
that when the legislature empowers the executive - when I talk about the executive, I include the bureaucracy - to 
carry out a specific function or action, it does so in the knowledge that the doctrine of the separation of powers 
will ensure that the rule of law is observed and maintained to protect the rights and liberties of the individual.  A 
breakdown of the doctrine of the separation of powers occurs when the legislature vests certain powers in the 
executive or bureaucracy that enable the executive or bureaucracy to carry out actions that limit or remove the 
rights and liberties of the people.  It is my view that if, on top of that, there is an attempt by means of a 
legislative ouster or privative clause to deny the courts any jurisdiction to review the lawfulness of the exercise 
of the powers of the executive or bureaucracy, then there is a breakdown of the rights that we are meant to be 
guarding on behalf of the community of Western Australia.   

Judicial review is the procedure by which administrative actions are subject to scrutiny by an independent court.  
The purpose of judicial review is to ensure that no decision maker is above the law.  In reality, judicial review is 
applied to determine the validity of the actions of the executive, and also the actions of the bureaucracy, which 
acts on behalf of executive on a day-to-day basis.  When a court considers the lawfulness of the actions of the 
executive or bureaucracy, it has available to it a number of remedies that can be granted to an aggrieved plaintiff.  
Those remedies include the prerogative writs of mandamus, prohibition and certiorari.  These are important tools 
that a court can use to protect the rights of individuals and to put bureaucratic actions on hold while further 
consideration is given to whether the executive has acted within power.  Just because the executive makes a 
decision does not necessarily mean it is a lawful decision.  On occasions, when the executive or bureaucracy 
exceeds its powers, there is clearly a need for an individual to be able to go to another part of the system and 
appeal the decision that has been made.  However, the bottom line is that the courts have the final say when they 
determine whether the executive or bureaucracy has or has not acted lawfully.  Another remedy that is available 
to the courts is the power to grant an injunction.  An injunction is subject to certain tests.  The first test is 
whether there is a serious question to be tried.  The second test is whether the balance of convenience is such that 
an injunction should be granted.  These are some of the procedural matters that are required.   

Judicial review is a central element of the rule of law.  It is also the legal avenue used to enforce the rule of law 
over the actions of the executive and the bureaucracy to prevent them from exceeding the limits of the powers 
and functions that are vested in them by the law.  Clause 20 of the bill seeks to exclude the courts, both 
comprehensively and exhaustively, from any involvement in the exercise of an administrative act by the 
Commissioner of Police.  Clause 20 is headed “Warrant not open to challenge” and states -  
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(1) Neither a Commissioner’s warrant nor a judge’s approval of such a warrant can be appealed 
against, reviewed, quashed, challenged, or called in question, before or by any person acting 
judicially or a court or tribunal on any account or by any means. 

(2) Subsection (1) does not affect the operation of the Corruption and Crime Commission Act 
2003.  

Subsection (1) is stated in very clear and specific terms.  As a Parliament we are being asked to make a decision 
to put those clear and specific words into law.  The effect of this clause - again I recognise that the detail can be 
discussed during committee - will be to abolish all existing rights of appeal, including the right of judicial review 
by a court.  It will also forbid any challenge on the grounds of lack of jurisdiction, irregularity, error of law, 
breach of natural justice or any other matter.  I believe that goes too far.  This Parliament should never agree to a 
situation that would remove the right of an individual to appeal to a court on the basis that there had been an 
error of law or an irregularity in a bureaucratic decision, that the decision lacked jurisdiction because it was 
beyond the power of the bureaucracy, or that there had been a breach of natural justice.  Clause 20 is a gross 
breach of the principle of the separation of powers and is the first step down the road towards an abuse of 
process that will enable the desecration and destruction of individual liberties.   

I want to make it clear that I recognise that in Australia - which clearly includes our state - there is a 
unquestioned threat of terrorism against the people.  Recent events on the east coast of Australia indicate that 
there are people in this country who are actively involved in planning potential terrorist acts.  It is our job to 
protect the security of the people of this state.  However, in protecting the security of the people of this state we 
should not put ourselves in a position in which we remove the rights of the people of this state, because we will 
then end up with authoritarian rule, which, of course, is the start of a dictatorship.  I should say also that I am 
talking at the moment in theoretical terms.  However, the point I am making about the need to protect the right of 
citizens to appeal to an independent court a decision of the bureaucracy is not limited just to this bill.  It is a right 
that we should advance in every piece of legislation that we deal with in this Parliament.  In most cases that is 
the position.  However, the specific words in clause 20 will remove the rights of citizens to appeal a decision of 
the bureaucracy.  That is a very significant move.  If we are to make the decision to move in that way, we should 
all be aware of the impact and the implications of that decision.  From time to time I get the feeling that 
legislation is agreed to in the Parliament when not all the facts are available to members; or, if the facts are 
available, not all members are aware of, or understand, those facts.  

I am not standing today to speak against the bill.  I am speaking in favour of maintaining individual rights and 
liberties, but I am saying to the Parliament that before we take the very significant step that is contained in clause 
20 we should at least recognise what we are doing; and, if it is to be done, that it be done in a conscious way, not 
just slipped through without any discussion at all.  I for one will never support a legislative regime that ousts the 
jurisdiction of the courts in their legitimate and constitutional role of judicial review and abolishes the statutory 
and common law right of access to the courts by citizens. 

Whilst in this state the courts are a creation of this Parliament, and in that regard the Parliament has the capacity 
to limit the jurisdiction of the state judiciary, this is not the situation that applies in the High Court.  The original 
jurisdiction of the High Court is set out in the Australian Constitution, and it can be limited only by a valid 
amendment to the Constitution.  As a consequence, the federal Parliament and/or the state Parliaments cannot 
legislate to restrict the original jurisdiction of the High Court, which original jurisdiction is set out in section 75 
of the Australian Constitution.  It is interesting that section 75 of that Constitution is not limited to the actions of 
the High Court; it also flows through to the Supreme Court of Western Australia.  A constitutional issue arises in 
respect of this bill.  I recognise that if a bill passes this Parliament there is a presumption that it is 
constitutionally valid and it cannot be undone, so to speak, until a successful challenge has been mounted 
through the courts.  However, I raise the point that this Parliament is not in a position to pass a law that would 
attempt to outlaw section 75 of the Australian Constitution.   
Australia has recognised and ratified certain international treaties and conventions, which bind both the federal 
Parliament and the state Parliaments.  For instance, one is the convention for the protection of human rights and 
fundamental freedoms as amended by protocol 11.  The preamble to that protocol states - 

The governments signatory hereof, being members of the Council of Europe, considering the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights proclaimed by the General Assembly of the United Nations on 10th 
December 1948; 
Considering that this Declaration aims at securing the universal and effective recognition and 
observance of the Rights therein declared; 
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Considering that the aim of the Council of Europe is the achievement of greater unity between its 
members and that one of the methods by which that aim is to be pursued is the maintenance and further 
realisation of human rights and fundamental freedoms; 

That general area of human rights has been embraced by the Australian government and we are clearly required 
to observe and recognise the ratification of the various treaties dealing with that area of human rights.  For 
instance, article 13 deals with the right to an effective remedy and is couched in the following terms - 

Everyone whose rights and freedoms as set forth in this Convention are violated shall have an effective 
remedy before a national authority notwithstanding that the violation has been committed by persons 
acting in an official capacity. 

I spoke earlier about the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which was approved by the United Nations on 
10 December 1948.  It was signed by Australia in 1972 and ratified in 1980.  Article 8 of that treaty states - 

Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals for acts violating the 
fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law. 

When considering this bill we must also consider the international treaties that impact upon Australia and the 
states of Australia. 

I refer to an immigration case that was considered some 10 years ago now: Minister of State for Immigration and 
Ethnic Affairs v Ah Hin Teoh (1975) 183 CLR 273.  The comments made in the Teoh case, as it became known, 
are very interesting.  In one particular area Chief Justice Mason and Justice Deane made the point that - 

. . . ratification by Australia of an international convention is not to be dismissed as a merely 
platitudinous or ineffectual act, particularly when the instrument evidences internationally accepted 
standards to be applied by courts and administrative authorities in dealing with basic human rights 
affecting the family and children.  Rather, ratification of a convention is a positive statement by the 
executive government of this country to the world and to the Australian people that the executive 
government and its agencies will act in accordance with the Convention. 

I raise those issues because I am very concerned that we are going overboard.  I cannot possibly understand why, 
when a member of the bureaucracy acts beyond his power and perhaps requires a person to be detained, that 
person does not have the right to appeal to a court to challenge the validity of the original bureaucratic decision.  
To take that right of appeal away is, in my view, a very extreme position and is the sort of position that some 
other countries have adopted for a long time and about which Australia has been very critical.  For instance, one 
would not expect to see in some of the laws of Zimbabwe clauses referring to rights of appeal - it would 
probably be very rare - but that is the nature of the government in that country.  That government has also come 
under considerable criticism from the rest of the world.  Perhaps Zimbabwe has some friends, but I am not sure 
who they are; most of the world has criticised that country.  Why would we want to include in this legislation 
what might be said to be a Zimbabwean-type clause to prevent our citizens, no matter who they might be, from 
having a right of appeal.  In the end the courts make the independent decision about whether something is right 
or wrong or within power or valid. 

I am not criticising the bill.  I am raising that issue, because it is important in respect of not only this bill but also 
other matters that are dealt with in this Parliament from time to time.  I support the principles that have been set 
out by Hon Peter Collier, but my remarks relate to clause 20 in particular. 

HON MURRAY CRIDDLE (Agricultural) [10.38 am]:  I will speak very briefly, because the Leader of the 
National Party in the other house made it clear that we will support the Terrorism (Extraordinary Powers) Bill 
2005, but he made the point that with the special police powers being allowed in this bill there are real dangers 
that things could go very wrong if we do not handle this bill correctly.  I want to make people well and truly 
aware of that issue.  The commissioner will have very real and unbridled powers in some ways, which could go 
wrong if circumstances were not well and truly investigated.  A recent investigation took up to 16 months, and to 
some extent they seem to have got it right.  Certainly we need to make sure that in carrying out these operations 
all the issues have been covered and the citizens of Australia are well and truly thought of before action is taken.  
The National Party is obviously very concerned about where this could go if things go wrong.  I have listened to 
the debate.  I spoke again to our leader about this bill, and he wanted me to make that point and to ask members 
to reflect on what he said in the other house.   
HON SIMON O’BRIEN (South Metropolitan) [10.40 am]:  This house is considering the Terrorism 
(Extraordinary Powers) Bill 2005.  The opposition has already indicated that it supports the policy of the bill as, 
indeed, do I.  However, some aspects of this bill require clarification.  I want to make it clear that in the 
committee stage of this bill I will pursue a couple of matters that most certainly require clarification.  It may be 
helpful if I introduce these matters to the house now so that members have the opportunity to reflect on them 
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and, in particular, so that I can do the courtesy of drawing these matters to the government’s attention to enable it 
to consider its response.  I reiterate that I wish to pursue these matters in detail at the committee stage.  I require 
some satisfactory answers to these questions.  For the sake of the record, I will explain why it is necessary to 
obtain the answers that I seek in a moment.  The particular matters that concern me are related to the concerns 
just raised by Hon George Cash.  I share his concerns about the matters that he has addressed in a very 
researched, learned and clear manner that precludes any necessity for others sharing his concerns to further 
elaborate upon them.  My concerns are related, although they are slightly different.   

I want to touch on the question of separation of powers.  Like Hon George Cash I recognise that there are 
potential dangers in the way laws come to be made that may actually visit problems upon our community many 
years down the track.  For example, if one were to increase the price of petrol tonight, it would affect people at 
the petrol bowser tomorrow; simple cause and effect.  Sometimes when we legislate about matters affecting 
individual liberties we must allow for some infringement upon otherwise unfettered personal liberties for the 
sake of the preservation of the greater good.  However, we have to be careful about how we do that.   

I understand that New South Wales has powers almost identical to those contained in this bill and that it has had 
them since 2002.  The number of commissioner’s warrants that have been issued in that time is easily tabulated, 
and I understand the figure is nil.  There has been no recourse to the powers contained in the New South Wales 
equivalent of this bill in the three years that the legislation has been on its books.  It is a good thing, because it 
indicates that a situation of danger and emergency has not arisen.  I hope for the sake of the good people of New 
South Wales that it is not found necessary to ever have to resort to these extraordinary powers, because that 
would indicate that something potentially very destructive and alarming was afoot in their community.  What it 
also means is that the New South Wales legislation has not been put to the test; the people have not seen exactly 
how the powers and commissioner’s warrant work in practice.  They have not had the opportunity to review the 
conduct of such an incident and how it affected people; that is, what went right and wrong.  Perhaps one day they 
will, and then it will be instructive to see what happens when a commissioner’s warrant is issued and those 
powers are put into effect.  I hope that the situation will be the same in Western Australia: I hope that the issuing 
of a commissioner’s warrant, all that goes with it and all that it implies is never necessary.  However, if a warrant 
is issued, hopefully it will be a very rare event and we will find that the powers in this bill become instruments to 
restore individual rights and liberties when they are threatened by a terrorist act.  That, of course, is in part what 
Hon George Cash has asked us to consider, and I look forward to considering that when we come to deal with 
the bill in detail in the committee stage.   
One of the things that surprised me about this legislation relates to the amendments that have already been made 
to it during its passage through the Parliament.  The Liberal Party has received the benefit of two briefings that I 
have been involved in.  One briefing was on the original bill and another, more recent, briefing was on the 
amendments that were made in another place and are now part and parcel of the bill we are now considering - 
bill 083-2.  I am interested in the changes made to clauses 7 and 8 in particular, and also to clause 20.  Clause 7 
relates to the issuing of commissioner’s warrants.  I concede that in certain circumstances it may be necessary to 
issue a commissioner’s warrant to exercise the powers later set out in division 3, and that is why I support the 
bill.  I support the parameters that are laid down in clause 7(2) as directions to the commissioner about the 
circumstances that should exist before a warrant is issued.  However, I believe clause 7(3) is different from the 
government’s original draft and is different from what perhaps exists in other jurisdictions.  I would appreciate 
clarification on that point.  Clause 7(3) states - 

The Commissioner must not issue such a warrant without the prior approval of a judge but, if there is an 
urgent need to issue it and a judge cannot be contacted to request approval, may issue it without such 
approval. 

Clause 7(4) states - 

If the Commissioner issues such a warrant without the prior approval of a judge, the warrant ceases to 
have effect if -  

(a) a judge subsequently refuses to approve its issue; or 
(b) a judge does not approve its issue within 24 hours after its issue,  

whichever happens first.  

I probably should acknowledge that subclause (5) provides that as soon as practicable after the commissioner 
issues such a warrant, he or she must give a written report to the minister - in this case the Minister for Police - 
advising that a warrant has been issued, stating its terms, generally what it is for and why it has been issued and 
how long it is intended to have effect.  I acknowledge that subclause (5) provides that the commissioner must 
advise the minister of certain information as soon as practicable.  
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However, I have some questions about subclauses (3) and (4).  The pivotal issue is whether this legislation 
should relate to a commissioner seeking approval from the minister, as I believe the government originally 
intended, or from a judge, which this bill now provides.  Clause 3 includes the definition of judge to read, 
“means a judge of the Supreme Court”.  It is not a common-or-garden variety of judge.  I ask the government in 
general terms - I will ask again during committee for more detail - to please address this question.  Why has the 
government chosen a judge of the Supreme Court rather than the minister to decide whether a commissioner’s 
warrant should be issued?  I am asking this as an open question.  I am not seeking to debate at this time whether 
it should be a judge or the minister.  However, I would appreciate an explanation of the rationale behind 
providing that a judge will make that decision.  The issue relates to the separation of powers.  As Hon George 
Cash pointed out, sometimes the separation of powers becomes blurred.  I am not sure which edge of whose 
powers is blurred in this case.  With these clauses, the bill contemplates that a commissioner might issue a 
warrant when he should not do so.  The receipt of prior approval from an office holder provides a check and a 
balance when a commissioner contemplates issuing a warrant.  The bill recognises the reality that, given an 
emergent situation, the commissioner might not have time to do that, but in the urgency of the drama that might 
be unfolding, he can issue the warrant.  However, he must go to the other person as soon as possible to 
retrospectively get approval.  The other office holder has the capacity to withhold approval or require the warrant 
to be cancelled after it has been issued.  The drafters of the legislation and the government as the sponsor 
contemplate a situation - it is here in the legislation - in which a commissioner issues a warrant and implements a 
train of events when, upon review by the other person, it can be shown that he should not have set that train of 
events in motion.  The bill explicitly contemplates that.  What situations could arise?  I do not want to 
hypothesise, but we must at least contemplate them: the commissioner might overreact to the situation, albeit 
innocently enough, because of the nature of information that is available.  A few hours after a warrant has been 
issued, further information might come to the attention of the judge when he is retrospectively considering the 
issuing of the warrant that was not available to the commissioner when he issued the warrant.  For that reason he 
might say that the warrant is to cease.   

It might sound bizarre, but a maverick police commissioner or acting police commissioner might inappropriately 
issue a warrant for purposes that we would not support.  That would be extraordinary.  What police 
commissioner in Western Australia would behave like a maverick or with that degree of irresponsibility?  I do 
not think in anyone’s wildest dream our present police commissioner would do such a thing.  No other police 
commissioner we have known in this state fits the mould of a maverick or anyone trying to exceed his powers.  
However, as I said earlier, this new law will not necessarily affect people tomorrow.  It might apply years down 
the track and in totally different circumstances from those that exist now.  We must make sure the checks and 
balances are right for then.  

I turn now to the identity of the person who must approve the police commissioner’s warrant.  This is the matter 
that has changed.  I believe the government contemplated that person being the Minister for Police and 
Emergency Services.  However, this bill provides that it be a judge of the Supreme Court.  In my experience, 
judges of the Supreme Court are very responsible and independent people.  At face value, that is a good reason 
for selecting a judge of the Supreme Court as the office holder who can give this approval.  However, I ask 
members to contemplate whether the person will be a responsible and independent person.  An article in this 
morning’s paper makes some unseemly speculation about who will take over as the Chief Judge of the Supreme 
Court.   

Hon George Cash interjected.   

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN:  I am not putting in for it but I thank the interjectors for the vote of confidence! 

Several members interjected. 

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN:  If we were making a book on it, the chances of our esteemed former member being 
the immediate choice of the current Attorney General would be remote.  Then again, surprising things sometimes 
happen, and that is the theme of my remarks.  Unexpected things can happen, particularly during events that 
might take place some time in the future.  The unseemly speculation is about consideration of prospective heads 
of the Supreme Court.  One of the names mentioned was identified as “a real left-winger”.  

The PRESIDENT:  Order!  I think the member is moving away from the bill.  

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN:  Thank you, Mr President, I will now address this correctly.  It relates to the identity of 
the judge of the Supreme Court from whom approval would be sought by the police commissioner for the 
commissioner’s warrant.  That is the reason for my digression, Mr President.  There are, of course, a number of 
judges of the Supreme Court.  As the newspaper points out, some are labelled as left-wingers and others as arch-
conservatives.  To which judge falls the task of either giving or withholding approval for a commissioner’s 
warrant? 
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Hon Jon Ford:  Any of them. 

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN:  The minister is right.  Would the commissioner ask the judge who is a bit of a leftie, 
as the paper calls him, and who is unlikely to give approval for a commissioner’s warrant and who had never 
given approval for a commissioner’s warrant despite having been asked half a dozen times on prior occasions?  
Of course he would not.  He would ask a judge who is more likely to give approval.  What if in the future the 
commissioner is a maverick and the judge is compliant or pliable? 

Hon Jon Ford:  The same situation can apply to any minister. 

Hon SIMON O’BRIEN:  I disagree with the minister, and this is the point I am inviting him to comment on at a 
later stage.  For the record, I indicate that the terms on which we are having this exchange are very cordial and 
this is not a heated debate.  We are canvassing all the options.  I am open to the responses that I will receive and 
I am looking forward to having a more detailed dialogue on this matter during the committee stage.  However, 
what if the incomprehensible were to happen and a commissioner, for any of the reasons I mentioned earlier, 
inappropriately issued a warrant and set in train a range of extraordinary events?  What would happen if that 
were compounded by a weak or otherwise pliant or complicit Supreme Court judge who failed to refuse the 
commissioner’s approval and meekly approved it?  I ask members to consider the effect of clause 20 regarding a 
commissioner’s warrant having been duly issued, the extraordinary powers having been exercised and agreement 
to the commissioner’s warrant having been given by a Supreme Court judge in an environment in which the 
warrant and those powers should not have been brought into play.  What could be done about it?  We must 
consider clause 20, which Hon George Cash has already pointed out to us states -  

Neither a Commissioner’s warrant nor a judge’s approval of such a warrant can be appealed against, 
reviewed, quashed, challenged, or called in question, before or by any person acting judicially or a court 
or tribunal on any account or by any means. 

I am not being alarmist, but what if that situation were to happen some years down the track?  What if it were 
manufactured to happen?  It is incomprehensible today, as we consider the bill, that such a thing could happen.  
However, it could happen.  Therefore, I ask why a judge and not the minister should issue approval for the 
warrant?  Under an alternative scenario the commissioner could become aware of an emerging situation that 
required the issuing of a warrant, and he could issue one.  If he had time, he could speak to the minister before he 
issued it and tell the minister what was happening before asking for the minister’s approval to issue the warrant.  
The minister could then either agree or disagree.  If the commissioner did not have time to get in touch with the 
minister, he could issue the warrant, but the minister would have to consider the matter at the earliest practicable 
opportunity and then either retrospectively approve it or withdraw it.  I imagine that in the rare situation in which 
a commissioner’s warrant would be issued, it would be under circumstances in which it would be very easy to 
convince any rational person that the warrant should be issued.  Indeed, the community would expect to have 
confidence in the commissioner and in the law enforcement officers who must implement the operational tasks 
required to protect us.  We would expect also that the government would show reinforcement and leadership by 
backing the commissioner and agreeing to the issuing of the warrant.  The implication is that the government 
will take its share of the responsibility for either its action or its inaction.  It is the minister of the day who can be 
held to account.  I would hope to be able to fix a problem after an event whereby a commissioner behaved 
inappropriately.  That would be fixed in due course.  However, checks and balances are needed for when the 
emergency is happening and people’s powers are being curtailed under an extraordinary situation. 

If a minister either approved or withdrew a commissioner’s warrant, the minister could tell Parliament why the 
warrant was approved or why the warrant was withdrawn.  That is how the minister would be held to account.  
Without that check, what role has the Parliament to review what happened under the circumstances I have 
described?  Indeed, what capacity has anybody with any power to review an extraordinary situation regarding the 
exercise of extraordinary powers?  There is no capacity to do that.  A commissioner would issue a warrant and a 
judge, possibly with human failings, might approve it.  That is it.  Once that is done, the warrant is in force and 
there is no way Parliament will have the capacity to query what is going on or to prevent abuses from occurring.  
After the event would probably be far too late if something untoward had happened. 

I have taken a little while to explain my thoughts to the minister and to raise in the house what I think is a central 
issue.  Again, I point out that I am not raising this matter in a combative way.  This is a matter that we must 
seriously consider.  I might even have to pursue it on another day in another year.  My support or otherwise for 
this bill does not ride on this clause.  I will listen to the minister’s response and judge the will of the house as it 
considers these matters in due course.  If it is the will of the house, those clauses and that issue might be 
revisited.  If it is not the will of the house, I will not seek to act in a way that is self-indulgent.  However, I raise 
these matters in the second reading debate to place these concerns on the record now, so that if this bill is passed 
unamended through the second reading and further stages, my concerns will have been put on the record.  We 
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might need to revisit this matter.  I just hope it is not revisited regretfully as a result of the legislation being 
found to be wanting in an emergency situation.  They are the isolated matters that I wanted to raise as my 
contribution to the second reading debate.  I thank the minister who has been sitting here listening attentively to 
what I have been saying, which I very much appreciate. 

HON BARRY HOUSE (South West) [11.10 am]:  I will take a couple of minutes to provide a human, personal 
insight into the issues being debated.  This legislation is draconian in some senses, and I certainly do not want to 
be part of a legislature that leads us towards a police state.  Unfortunately, however, it seems to be necessary in 
today’s world.  My perspective on it is a personal one.  As we know, Australia has been affected by terrorism, 
and this has been sheeted home to my own community, Busselton, by the two Bali bombings.  Busselton has 
been severely affected.  The first Bali bombings, on 12 October 2002, claimed the life of Carole Johnson, a 
teacher at the Busselton Senior High School, who had just taken a job in the real estate industry.  She was the 
mother of two lovely young children.  Her friend Connie Watson, also a friend of mine, was badly injured.  She 
suffered severe burns and other injuries, and was treated by Dr Fiona Wood in the burns unit at Royal Perth 
Hospital.  Connie is a very brave and very fit lady, which certainly helped in her recovery.  I saw her last week, 
and she had just had another operation.  She still faces a couple of operations for her burns and damage to her 
ears, three years after the event.  She has always focused on her goals, and she is taking part in a triathlon soon.  
It has been her goal to get back into her chosen sport.   

The bombings in Bali last month claimed another victim from Busselton.  As well as contacting the Fitzgerald 
family, I contacted Connie and her husband Graeme just after the event, because I knew it would all come back 
to them, and I knew how they would feel.  The recent bombings in Bali had a devastating impact on the 
Fitzgerald family, a very well-known and well-respected family in Busselton.  Terry Fitzgerald was in the 
restaurant at Kuta with his two children, Brendan and Jessica.  Brendan, 16 years old, a very vibrant lad and an 
outstanding sportsman, particularly dedicated to cricket and football, was killed, and his father was badly 
wounded.  He has ball bearings and shrapnel embedded throughout his body, and he has not recovered full 
movement in his legs and other parts of his body to this day.  Jessica was also badly injured, and was flown to 
Singapore for treatment before coming home. 

I am only raising this because this is the effect of terrorism on our community.  Two weeks ago, I attended 
Brendan Fitzgerald’s funeral in Busselton.  It was a very traumatic occasion for many people, who will never 
forget Brendan’s father, Terry, arriving by ambulance on a stretcher and then being helped into a wheelchair to 
attend the funeral.  His brave mother, Lisa, delivered her own eulogy at the funeral.  Jessica, still bearing the 
visible signs of her injuries, also went to the microphone and spoke briefly of her love for her brother.  During 
the service, about 60 of Brendan’s schoolmates came from the school down the road to sit on the floor in the 
chapel, most of them in tears, to follow the proceedings.  Two of his closest mates went to the microphone and 
delivered eulogies.  They were under enormous pressure and, to their credit, they did not completely break down.  
No 16-year-old, no parent and no community should have to go through that sort of thing.  At one point, Terry 
lost control and was comforted by his father, Trevor, with an arm on his shoulder.  The burial at the cemetery 
afterwards will remain in my memory forever.  Brendan’s coffin was black and white, the colours of the town’s 
football club, and it was adorned with a cricket bat, ball, his football boots and so on.  His mates from the 
football club formed a guard of honour, dressed in their football jumpers and gear.  They gathered at the end of 
the funeral and sang the club song.  The most poignant moment for me was when Terry was assisted from his 
wheelchair to the side of the grave by his father and a couple of friends, to throw in a flower and say goodbye to 
his son.   
I did not sleep at all that night, and I am not normally prone to emotions.  I do not cry easily, but I cried that 
night.  It was a terrible situation that I found hard to adjust to.  That is the face of terrorism in our own 
community.  As a community and as a legislature we must do something about it.  Unfortunately, we must pass 
laws that we sometimes wish we did not have to pass.  In this case, the powers have to be provided to our law 
enforcement agencies to prevent these things.  For that reason, we are here to enact these laws and to see that 
they are put in place so that our community can adjust in the only way we know how, to prevent these awful 
atrocities.  

HON GIZ WATSON (North Metropolitan) [11.17 am]:  I will make a brief comment on what the previous 
speaker has said.  I agree with his sentiments about the horrors and the realities for many Western Australians, 
but I point out that the legislation we are considering will not make any difference to what happens in Bali, or 
anywhere else for that matter.  As much as we absolutely agree with his remarks about the human costs and 
tragedies of those sorts of actions, they are not, in our view, relevant to this bill.  Another issue I will comment 
on was raised by Hon Peter Collier in his extensive remarks about the Irish Republican Army, and about living 
in London during that period.  I was also living in London during that period, and I distinctly remember being 
woken at 3.00 am by an explosion about half a mile away.  This was when the African National Congress 
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headquarters in the Angel Islington were blown up.  That act of terrorism happened to be state terrorism.  The 
South African secret service blew up that building, but fortunately nobody was killed.  Terrorism is not 
exclusively carried out by small organisations.  It is actually carried out on behalf of states as well, including the 
United States.  
I will begin by talking about the assertions behind this bill; that is, that things have changed and that terrorism 
now affects us directly.  I will begin by referring to a document entitled “Antiterrorism Legislation in Australia:  
A Proportionate Response to the Terrorist Threat?”.  The article was written this year by Christopher Michaelsen 
of the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre of the Australian National University in Canberra.  The paper states 
- 

It cannot be denied that it was (and still is) sensible and necessary to reassess existing laws in light of 
the 9/11 attacks.  However, as Paul Wilkinson and others have pointed out, the primary objective of any 
domestic counterterrorist strategy must be the protection and maintenance of liberal democracy.  
Liberal democracies like Australia thus face a unique challenge.  Simply put, this challenge is to defend 
the community’s liberal democratic way of life against both internal and external enemies without 
excessively damaging, undermining, or destroying the very standards that make the existence of the 
liberal democratic state possible in the first place.  In other words, when fighting terrorism it is the 
government’s ultimate responsibility to develop a counterterrorism policy that is both effective and 
proportionate.  An important if not decisive fact of this proportionality test is the assessment of the 
severity of the threat to the state and the community.   

It goes on to say, under the subheading “Assessing the Risk of a Terrorism Attack in Australia” - 

Australia has been largely free of terrorism.  In recent years, however, Australia’s overall risk profile 
has increased as a result of several developments.  These include specifically Australia’s active role in 
East Timor’s struggle for independence in 1999, and Canberra’s wide-ranging counterterrorism 
cooperation with Jakarta since 2002.  It is likely that both developments have amplified animosity 
towards Australia among Islamic radicals and militants in Indonesia and elsewhere.  Furthermore, it 
appears reasonable to argue that Australia’s relatively active role - 

I argue that it has been not a relatively active role but an active role - 

in the U.S.-led global war on terrorism more generally, and Canberra’s military commitment in Iraq in 
particular, have contributed to a heightened overall risk profile.   

Indeed, in the wake of the Madrid bombings in March 2004 a number of commentators took the view 
that Australia’s contribution to the invasion of Iraq had significantly increased the country’s profile as a 
terrorism target.   

It goes on to say - 

Despite the fact that Australia’s overall risk profile has heightened, it is imperative for the purpose of 
this article to differentiate clearly between the threat of terrorism to Australian interests overseas on the 
one hand, and the threat of terrorism to Australia’s homeland on the other.   

. . .  

It is rather surprising that Australian academics, think tanks, and other comparable institutions have yet 
to publish a detailed assessment of the terrorism threat to Australia’s homeland.  Indeed, to this date, in-
depth threat assessments remain extremely scarce, especially as far as non-classified or open source 
material is concerned.  Unfortunately, the long-awaited Terrorism White Paper released by the 
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade in late July 2004 - nearly three years after 9/11 - has not 
provided any new insights either.   

That was one of the documents I tried to get earlier.  I apologise to the minister as it transpires that it was 
perhaps provided to me electronically on Friday, but I was not aware of that.  The white paper is headed 
“Transnational Terrorism: The Threat to Australia”.  Michaelsen’s article continues - 

On the contrary, it is a rather simplistic analysis of the phenomenon of contemporary international 
terrorism packed with political rhetoric but lacking a detailed and realistic assessment of the threat to 
Australia.   

I read the executive summary of the white paper and reached the same conclusion.  The article also states - 

In light of the Government’s heavily publicized campaign to promote “public awareness” on 
“terrorism” and “national security,” it is not surprising that a large majority of Australians indeed 
believe that a devastating terrorist attack on Australia is just a matter of time.  According to an opinion 
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poll published by the Sydney Morning Herald in late April 2004, 68 percent of Australians expect that 
terrorists will strike Australia before too long.  These fears appear to be largely unfounded.  Although 
an attack cannot be ruled out completely, the chances of a large-scale incident occurring on Australian 
soil in the near future are relatively low.   

Hon Peter Collier:  When was that written? 

Hon GIZ WATSON:  It is dated 2005, but I will check the month in which it was published.   

The other document I wanted to quote from arose from a special meeting of the Council of Australian 
Governments on counter-terrorism on 27 September 2005.  I have a copy of the minutes or resolutions from that 
meeting.  Under the title “Current Security Environment”, the minutes state - 

COAG was briefed on the current global and domestic security environment by the Directors-General 
of the Office of National Assessments and the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation and noted 
that the national counter-terrorism alert remains at medium, as it has since 12 September 2001.  A 
terrorism attack in Australia continues to be feasible and could occur.   

. . .  

COAG noted that national emergency arrangements are well developed and are coordinated across 
Australia through a range of inter-governmental fora.   

COAG also noted the importance of a consistent and co-ordinated response by Commonwealth, State, 
Territory and local government at the onset of any national emergency.  Leaders noted that the current 
arrangements have the capacity to manage any foreseen substantial emergencies.  Leaders agreed to 
develop a protocol to ensure effective coordination and communication in the unlikely event of an 
emergency of greater magnitude.   

The third document I sought from the government before proceeding with my speech related to a National 
Counter-Terrorism Committee meeting held in May this year.  The response I received states - 

In relation to the final item my understanding is that this was discussed at the briefing . . .  

I was advised that if any formal documentation could be located and was able to be provided, it would be made 
available.  The response continues - 

I am further advised that the nature of the discussions at the NCTC meeting in May were on the basis 
that the States and Territories merely needed to examine their legislation to ensure that it adequately 
addressed their Terrorism needs.   

Apparently, there is no publicly available documentation or recommendations from that meeting, which seemed 
to provide additional impetus for arguing that there is not a desperate urgency to significantly amend both federal 
and state legislation.   

An article by Brian Toohey in The West Australian of 19 September 2005, headed “Politicians wrong on 
terrorism”, states - 

The extra laws come on top of - 

He is referring to federal legislation - 

26 pieces of terrorist related legislation passed after September 11, 2001, plus others in the pipeline.   

Despite this huge array of new laws, it has long been a crime for a terrorist or anyone else to commit 
murder, conspire to commit murder, or fail to tell the police of plans to commit murder.  The police and 
intelligence services have also long enjoyed extensive powers designed to prevent a terrorist attack.  
Since September 11, 2001, their extra powers have been backed by a huge increase in resources. 

Hon Peter Collier:  I wonder whether he would write the same article today. 

Hon GIZ WATSON:  Nothing has changed.  There have already been 26 changes to legislation relating to 
terrorism.  Even if we bought the argument that there is an urgency and necessity for a legislative response to the 
perceived terrorist threat in Australia - I am not talking about the terrorist threats that exist in countries such as 
Indonesia - that legislative response must, by necessity, be a proportional response and must not impinge on 
human rights.  Furthermore, it must be able to be shown to be effective.  

The Greens will argue that sufficient powers exist to deal with anything defined as being a terrorist act in this 
day and age.  I refer first to the legislation that relates to ASIO.  I again refer to the paper by Christopher 
Michaelsen, where he states at page 322 - 
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Before 9/11 there were no Australian laws dealing with terrorism specifically.   

There is then quite an extensive outline of the changes that have occurred since 2001.  I recommend to members 
that they take the time to read this analysis.  As I have said, it is from the ANU rather than The West Australian, 
so it may carry a bit more weight.   

The Australian Security Intelligence Organisation legislation has been significantly amended of late to broaden 
the powers that are available to ASIO.  Michaelsen states that ASIO now has the power to seek a warrant to 
detain and question people for a maximum time of seven days.  He notes also that in contrast with comparable 
legislation in the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom, the person detained does not need to be 
suspected of any offence; and that a person can be taken into custody without charges being laid, or without even 
the possibility that charges may be laid at a later stage.  I understand that a significant commitment has been 
made to provide ASIO with additional officers.  ASIO also operates in Western Australia.  Therefore, even 
though we do not agree with much of the legislation that enables ASIO to conduct its activities, we would argue 
that ASIO already has many of the powers that are sought under this bill. 

The second point I need to make is that over the past few years legislation has been passed in this place that has 
granted extraordinary powers to the police.  That includes the so-called anti-bikie legislation, which gives the 
police the power to search, to conduct covert operations, to gain access to premises and to require witness and 
persons of interest to give information.  The provisions in that legislation are now incorporated in part 4 of the 
Corruption and Crime Commission Act.  The Greens have argued long and hard in the Standing Committee on 
Legislation and in the house that the list of offences that could lead to the use of those extraordinary powers is 
extensive.  It includes all the activities that are envisaged in the definition of a “terrorism act” in this bill - which 
happens to be a carbon copy of the commonwealth’s definition of a terrorist act - such as interfering with an 
aircraft or a railway line, holding people hostage or creating an explosion.  All these offences are currently 
contained in legislation, and that legislation provides that extraordinary powers can be used if those types of 
offences are committed or there is any suspicion that those types of offences are about to be committed.   

The next piece of legislation that the Greens believe deals with the matters with which this bill seeks to deal is 
the Emergency Management Bill.  That bill passed through this place only a few weeks ago.  That bill enables 
authorised officers to declare areas and to order people in and out of those areas, to commandeer vehicles and to 
access property.  Those powers can be delegated to an authorised officer, such as a police officer.  We have 
already done it, yet we are now, only a few weeks later, debating another piece of legislation that overlaps 
greatly with that Emergency Management Bill.   
Hon Jon Ford:  That bill deals with the response to a natural disaster.   
Hon GIZ WATSON:  Whereas this bill deals with the possible suspicion of -  
Hon Jon Ford:  This bill deals with criminal intent. 

Hon GIZ WATSON:  No.  That bill was also to do with a terrorist act.  We debated its capacity to deal with a 
terrorist act. 
Hon Jon Ford:  It deals with rescue and coordination in response to a natural disaster.  This bill is about 
pursuing the perpetrators.   

Hon GIZ WATSON:  Alleged or suspected. 
Hon Jon Ford:  Either before or after. 

Hon GIZ WATSON:  My next point is that under the Criminal Investigation (Identifying People) Act 2002 the 
police have already been granted significant powers to require people to provide information.  Unfortunately, 
because I am limited to 45 minutes, I will not be able to go into detail on that matter, so I will deal with it further 
in committee.  It is certainly my understanding - perhaps the minister will be able to clarify - that the police 
already have the power to stop people and require them to provide identification, such as name and address, and 
to follow a lawful direction.  Therefore, the notion that we need to give the police the additional power to stop 
and question people is incorrect.   
My next point is that this legislation represents an incremental shift towards our state becoming a police state.  I 
was interested in the contribution from other members about how this bill deals with the issue of whether the 
police can act independently of judicial review and at the direction of the executive.  My concern is that if the 
police are able to act independently of the checks and balances in our democratic system, we will basically 
become a police state.   
The bill also offends a number of articles of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; namely, 
article 9, which deals with the right to due process and freedom from arbitrary detention or restriction of liberty, 
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and articles 12, 17, 19 and 22, which deal with the right to freedom of movement, association, speech and 
privacy, and family life.   
I turn now to the definition of “terrorist act” in the bill.  The definition of “terrorist act” has been lifted from the 
commonwealth Criminal Code.  Michaelsen says the following about the definition -  

This definition of “terrorist act” is considerably broad and criminalizes action that goes far beyond the 
kind of terrorist attacks that motivated the legislative amendments.  Although section 100.1(3) explicitly 
excludes political protest and industrial action not intended to cause serious physical harm and so on, 
the ultimate intent of the act, its political, ideological or religious motivation, is precisely what 
distinguishes terrorism from other forms of criminal violence already covered by existing legislation.  
Indeed, it is the same intent that lies at the heart of every political protest and industrial action.  As 
Jenny Hocking has persuasively argued, this nexus between “terrorist act” as defined in section 100.1 
and ordinary political dissent may ultimately criminalize politics.   

Even more of concern, the link between “terrorist act” and ordinary political dissent is taken further in 
the Act’s introduction of ancillary offenses that can stand even if the terrorist act itself does not occur.  
These offenses include being connected with a terrorist act; providing or receiving training; possessing 
things connected with terrorist acts; collecting or making documents likely to facilitate terrorist acts and 
so on.  Most of the penalties of those ancillary offenses remain far in excess of those that apply to 
comparable criminal acts committed without the critical element of political, ideological, or religious 
motivation.   

The other important factor that must be raised in the context of this bill - it has also been raised by other 
members - is that the model of legislation that we seem to be incorporating at both the federal and state level to 
combat terrorism is the model that has been used in the United Kingdom, in particular.  It is worth noting two 
things: first, despite the United Kingdom having had very significant anti-terrorism legislation for many decades, 
it did not stop the recent bombing in London at all; it made no difference.  Secondly, the fundamental difference 
is that Australia has no human rights legislation to balance these impingements on civil liberties.  I flag that it is 
my intention to introduce a bill into Western Australia for a human rights act, specifically to counter the attacks 
on civil liberties and human rights that will be introduced by legislation such as this. 

I also raise concerns similar to those raised by Hon Simon O’Brien on the role of the judiciary.  I will be 
interested to hear what members of the judiciary think about being given this role to approve warrants and 
whether they have been consulted at all.  This bill provides for a warrant to be approved by a judge but it does 
not say in what capacity that judge acts, whether in a judicial capacity or an administrative capacity.  It also does 
not provide a judge with criteria to assess when the warrant is not warranted.  Full judicial review is more than 
formalistic checking or meeting the statutory requirements; it requires adjudication on the basis of evidence.  
Clause 20 of the bill does not allow for the challenge of the warrant, so evidence cannot be heard.  The judge is 
reduced to formally checking whether the statutory requirements are met.  Separation of powers cannot be 
observed if the judge is acting in an administrative capacity.  I do not know the answer to that question and in 
what capacity these judges will be perceived to be acting, but it does raise significant questions about the 
separation of power. 

The other matter that I raised when I was briefed on this bill was whether an individual or group of people who 
were, for example, wrongly accused or wrongly had their premises covertly searched, would have any right of 
redress.  It is highly likely that in the current climate there will be allegations, false accusations and malicious 
acts with people dobbing in other people - they are certainly being encouraged to do just that - about whom they 
might have some suspicion regarding an act that might fall under these anti-terrorism provisions.  More than 
likely the people next door will be Australian Muslims, for example, or people of non-Anglo-Celtic background.  
As I understand it, this bill explicitly removes their right to challenge any act that has been committed under this 
legislation, which is interesting, because when I was briefed on this bill I was told that normal recourse would be 
available through the courts.  Only one of those things can be right: either people do have the right to bring a 
case or they do not.  Members will remember in recent times the families in Western Australia who had their 
houses busted into early one morning, their doors broken down and guns pointed at their heads.  Those people 
have received no compensation, no apology and no charges have been laid.  This sort of legislation will lead to 
only more of those kinds of outrageous impingements on people’s rights to the privacy of their own homes and 
to their own integrity. 
Whatever we might think about this bill, it is inevitable that it will disproportionately affect some people in our 
community, particularly Australian Muslims.  I am sure members are well aware of the Human Rights and Equal 
Opportunity Commission report about the impacts of community attitudes and political changes in Australia post 
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September 11, 2001.  These acts of racial vilification and attacks on minorities have particularly impacted on 
Muslim Australians. 

[Leave granted for the member’s speech to be continued at a later stage.] 

Debate adjourned, on motion Hon Kim Chance (Leader of the House). 
 


